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presented to the Shareholders’Meeting of 23 April 2007

Looking Beyond.
To reach major milestones takes skill, dedication, and the ability to imagine original solutions.
Choosing Banca del Sempione means trusting a partner that knows how to deal in financial markets
with professionalism, pragmatism, and creativity.
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The Value of Balance.
When one lays down ambitious objectives, technical skill is not enough.
One needs to evaluate the context with prudence, the options in the field, the resources available,
and the time horizon. Your Bank knows it, because it values good sense.
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Focalizzare
il private banking
graphic. Whatever its function and for whatever

From tradition to innovation.
In times of uncertainty and rapid change, it is important to be able to count on a sure,
reliable, and consolidated point of reference. For this reason, your Bank never stops being itself,
while at the same time looking to the future.

Chairman’s Report

2006 was a favourable year for the world economy, and the Swiss economy also recorded strong economic
growth. Our bank took advantage of this context, achieving above-average results. The rise in share prices
on the world’s stock markets favoured high trading volume and, at the same time, made up for a bond market that was rather complicated and difficult to interpret because of uncertainties over interest rates. Almost
across the board, central banks raised rates in the favourable context of economic growth, allowing for more
appropriate management of inflation, the great enemy of a growth that is healthy and durable. Against the
backdrop of this general stance, an uncertain US Federal Reserve, acting as an economic guide and having
led the tightening phase, is now confronted with an economy where growth is slowing because of a stalled
real estate market. In addition, the manufacturing sector has signalled weakness, especially the automotive
sector, though domestic demand remains sustained. This uncertainty seems to be a spectre over financial
markets which have lost the positive tone that drove them for a good part of 2006. Even Asian financial markets
are a major question mark for global financial stability. Despite the ability of the Asian economies to maintain
high growth rates, stock market performances in the region are typical of markets able enough to influence
the more classical ones. In this context, it will be important to monitor the ability of the region’s central
banks and regulatory authorities to carefully manage both economies when overheating and monetary policy,
with a particular focus on decisions that the Chinese central bank will make on the necessary process of currency revaluation.
Speaking of foreign exchange markets, we cannot avoid mentioning the weakness of the Swiss franc against
the major currencies, except for the US dollar and the Japanese yen which have also continued with a weak
tone. Despite a series of interest rate hikes, the National Bank of Switzerland has not intervened to reverse
this trend. While on the one hand a weak currency may be convenient for the domestic economy, boosting
exports and services, especially tourism, on the other hand it is undeniable that the constant erosion of purchasing power versus foreign partners, and especially Europe, is not a development that Swiss authorities
welcome. But if speculation that favours debt in low interest-rate currencies and investment in higher yield
currencies but which are fundamentally weak were to slow, we believe that the Swiss franc will inevitably appreciate against the euro.
Our bank has been able to profit from these basic conditions, operating shrewdly in favour of client portfolios
and at the same time generating positive returns. As a result, we are able to present financial statements that
show clear growth compared to the previous year. Our summary comments follow.
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Lending Operations And Interest Income
The overall result was positive. Interest income growth was mainly driven by treasury operations, lifted by
the general increase in interest rates. Lending volume was mostly unchanged, but we contracted several major
loans which, adequately guaranteed, generated mutual satisfaction for both the bank and our clients.

Commission Income
Commissions on financial operations were boosted by a stock market that was more volatile than in the previous year, but with a bullish tone. Commissions increased 12% on 2005, despite an increase in commission
expenses as a result of major new business co-operation with market counterparties.

Trading Operations
Trading profit was less than expected. Clients preferred to allocate their investments and assets outside
of the foreign exchange market, working against the bank’s foreign exchange operations. Nonetheless,
trading operations contributed to revenues; operations are managed very conservatively, avoiding speculative transactions.

Client Assets
In 2006, the bank generated attractive results in its efforts to increase assets under management as it fine-tuned
its structure. We opened new channels for gaining new clients and strengthened our market presence in several
traditional areas. The result was a 7.8% increase (net of double counting), in part boosted by changes in
exchange rates and market prices.

Operating Costs
The increase in operating costs was contained and in any case much lower than the increase in revenues. The
bank carefully controlled all spending items without forgetting, however, to strengthen its organisation, where
necessary, to provide, and improve where possible, an excellent level of quality in client services.

Net Earnings
At the consolidated level, the item under review showed a quite considerable 48% increase totaling CHF
8.029.000. This result was due to extraordinary revenues generated by the sale of the equity investment in
Banknord Ge. Pa. Fi. SpA. as well as to extraordinary costs attributable to a rather highly prudential allocation to reserves.
Gross earnings for the year, which offer a clearer picture of the business trend, showed a remarkable 28%
rise anyway.
In view of this result, the Board proposes the following allocation of the CHF 7.034.000 in net earnings
available to the parent company:
CHF
CHF
CHF
CHF

500.000
2.100.000
3.500.000
934.000

allocation to the legal reserve
allocation to other reserves
dividend
carried forward

The Board of Directors thanks all the staff members and the Bank’s Management for the deep commitment and
dedication demonstrated in the execution of their tasks. Our sincere thanks to the Federal Banking Commission
for their co-operation and to the independent auditors for the work they have done and the suggestions they
have offered.

Avv. Fiorenzo Perucchi
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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PROVIDE SECURITY AND BUILD THE FUTURE.

The desire for progress is always accompanied by moments of uncertainty, unpredictable events, and hostile situations.
But humanity has always found a way to
thrive anew on these difficulties. The history of the Ticino area of Bellinzona is an
example of this: over the centuries the fruit
of people’s labour has been repeatedly
destroyed and rebuilt, because of flooding,
armed conflict, and political upheavals.
Yet, with the passage of time, the region
has become a world renowned economic
and cultural centre.
Banca del Sempione maintains a constant
commitment to protecting its client’s
assets, ensuring confidentiality, preserving
value over time, and transitions to new
generations.

Torretta bridge

At The Centre
Of Lepontine
Valleys’Political
Destinies

On 30 September 1513, the western face of Mount Crenone crumbled, hitting and devastating the valley
floor of the Biasca region, right at the passage to Blenio valley. The rubble formed a 60-metre high
barrier that obstructed the course of the river Brenno and soon formed a five kilometre lake at the
top of the landslide. The village of Malvaglia was entirely flooded and only the bell tower emerged
atop the waters, while the village of Loderio was completely wiped off the face of the earth.

AT THE CENTRE OF LEPONTINE VALLEYS’POLITICAL DESTINIES
The now completely covered valley floor had
been intensely developed: they say that a cat
could have gone from Biasca to Malvaglia without
touching ground, simply jumping from rows of
vines. On 20 May 1515, the dam of rubble that
held the waters gave way, causing a wave of
water and mud, called “büzza”, which was even
more devastating than the first event. The entire
region below was badly damaged and in part
submersed below the wave generated by the
collapse of the barrier. All the bridges linking the
shores of river Ticino between Biasca and Lake
Maggiore were destroyed. Even the walls joining
the rock of Castelgrande in Bellinzona to Ponte
della Torretta, that the Sforzas had built in 1487,
were partially brought down. As a result, for
three centuries lines of communication and transit
between the two banks of the river and the landlink with Locarno - a city that in the Sixteenth
Century slowly began to decline and remain isolated, in part because of the crusade against the
protestants and the plague - were interrupted.
Duke Ludovico il Moro of Milan erected a military bridge, which had a rather short life. At the
time, people considered it an engineering feat of
high value and interest. Despite the sumptuousness and strength of the foundation, it did not
withstand the onslaught of the waters. In a letter
sent to the Duke of Milan in 1475, War
Commissary Azzone Visconti said of Bellinzona,
“The land that is the gate of Italy”, In other
words, the gate key for access to the main Alpine

passes and so mandatory gateway for Italy. The
author wanted to emphasise the town’s strategic
position, situated as guardian of the Alpine valleys
and already at that time endowed with a defensive
barrier that according to the Milan Commissary
had to be consolidated and extended. For centuries, the Lords of Como and Milan, the French
and the Swiss contested the town’s strategic position. In fact, near the narrows of Bellinzona, in
the space of a few kilometres, all the paths met in
a sole communication route, which further south
again branched off into separate paths which by
land and water led to Italy. On the first level path
between the two sides of the valley there is a
rocky hump on which a fort was built in Roman
times that later became Castelgrande. The headland leaves open only two passages: to the east,
the narrows against the mountain where
Bellinzona stood, and to the west, the level area

Previous page and image to left:
the Bellinzona bridge in an aquatint
by A. Schmid, 1833.
From above in sequence:
Confederate troops besiege Bellinzona
in 1478 (D. Schilling).
Ponte della Torretta, one of the frescoes in the
court of the Bellinzona city hall.
Side page in sequence:
Bellinzona from South, aquatint
by Johann Meyer, 1815.
A recent image of the castles of Bellinzona.

bathed by the unpredictable waters of the river
Ticino flowing to Lake Maggiore. The river’s
flood zone with the swamp in the Magadino
plain remained hostile to all human settlement
until the beginning of the Twentieth Century.
This natural closure was an ideal place to erect a
defensive barrier that reached the river, where a
navigable branch of the lake reached Bellinzona.
Ponte della Torretta was built in 1487 as an
extension of the wall. Ludovico Sforza known as
“the Moor” reinforced parts of the already-existing castles and the castle wall, and by the late
1400s Bellinzona was a mighty fortress that
blocked the Ticino valley. Then the Swiss domination began in 1500 and lasted three centuries.
After the defeat against the French in Marignano
in 1515, the Swiss held the current lands of
Ticino, despite the sum of three hundred thousand crowns that the King of France offered for
the territory. The strategic interest in the fortifications decreased. They had been built as a protection against the Swiss and for this reason they
were not further extended. When in 1515 the
“büzza” destroyed a segment of the wall and
damaged Ponte della Torretta, they did not bother
repairing the damage until 1815 when they built
a new seven-metre wide wall with ten arcades.
Today, the castles of Bellinzona, political capital
of Ticino, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
they contribute to the city’s important cultural
development which by now has become the real
economic magnet of northern Ticino.

A clear and conscious vision.
For Banca del Sempione, reflection, common sense and balance are indispensable conditions
for managing your investments.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2006

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

Change

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets

8’945
143’644
65’236
65’316
583
36’906
20
35’577
2’230
2’301
1’906
362’664

16’767
163’956
62’581
66’772
1’572
31’779
1’645
36’489
2’425
1’796
3’250
389’032

–7’822
–20’312
2’655
–1’456
–989
5’127
–1’625
–912
–195
505
–1’344
–26’368

285

299

–14

11’250
47’505
186’312
4’137
4’287
14’858
13’220
20’000
52’915
151
8’029
–22
362’664

16’441
51’325
212’473
2’638
3’380
14’427
12’820
20’000
49’902
195
5’431
–22
389’032

–5’191
–3’820
–26’161
1’499
907
431
400

–26’368

3’990

8’955

–4’965

8’922
1’196
60

12’503

–3’581
1’196

205’575
800
640
469’842

288’820
1’623
1’235
407’312

Total due from unconsolidated group entities
and significant shareholders

Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in savings and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
of which minority interests
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Total due to unconsolidated group entities
and significant shareholders

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for calls on share and other equities
Derivative financial instruments
– Contract volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

3’013
–44
2’598

60
–83’245
–823
–595
62’530

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 2006

Year under
rewiew

Previous
year

Change

7’471
12
518
–1’241
6’760

5’876
28
520
–1’053
5’371

1’595
–16
–2
–188
1’389

148
21’330
2’544
–1’983
22’039

158
18’461
2’405
–1’392
19’632

–10
2’869
139
–591
2’407

2’556

2’781

–225

–16
2
745
86
817

193
10
640
4
–1
846

–209
–8
105
82
1
–29

32’172

28’630

3’542

–14’396
–5’887
–20’283

–13’929
–5’467
–19’396

–467
–420
–887

11’889

9’234

2’655

Gross profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result

11’889
–2’290
–575
9’024

9’234
–2’266
–526
6’442

2’655
–24
–49
2’582

Extraordinary income
Extraordinary expenses
Taxes

1’387
–400
–1’982

524
–1’535

863
–400
–447

8’029

5’431

2’598

–22

–22

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)

Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Other ordinary results (subtotal)
Total income

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

GROUP PROFIT

Net income

of which minority interests

Banca del Sempione
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 2006

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under review
Source
Application
of funds
of funds

Previous year
Source
Application
of funds
of funds

Cash flow from operating activities (internal source)

Net income
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Change of reserves for general banking risks
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other expenses
Other income
Dividend
Balance

Cash Flow from shareholders’equity transactions
Changes in scope of consolidation
Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
Changes in minority interests
Balance

Cash flow from investment activities
Participations
Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Balance

Cash flow from banking operations
Medium and long term operations (>1 year)
Saving and investments accounts
Mortgages
Financial investments
Short-term operations
Due to banks
Due to customers
Due from banks
Due from customers
Securities and precious metal portfolios
Liquidity
Cash
Balance

8’029
2’290
846
400

415
505

1’499
1’344
907

5’431
2’266
369
653
747
362

701
2’000

2’500
11’895

283

6’844

47
38

7
195
235

38

1’625

17
136
1’445
1’598

299
884
442

3’820
5’127

306
2’155
3’705

5’191
26’161

6’865
25’231

1’456

20’312

31’468
3’638

2’655
989

393

7’822
12’375

9’030
5’481

NOTES TO THE 2006 CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization
The Banca del Sempione Group profile
Banca del Sempione, which was founded in 1960, provides its private and corporate clients with all the principal services typical of a universal bank, the main focus being on the provision of financial advice and asset
administration services.
The Bank promotes a SICAV founded and operating under the laws of Luxembourg (Base Investments SICAV,
licensed to distribute products in Switzerland), a portion of whose capital funds it manages.
The Group includes, in addition to Banca del Sempione and its Ticino-based branches, an affiliate located in
the Bahamas, Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., a real estate company, Imocentro SA and two finance companies, Finrate SA, Lugano and BDS Corporate Services Limited, Nassau.
Since 2005, our Group has held 91% of the share capital in an asset-management company named Accademia
SGR SpA, specializing in the promotion and management of Italian-law real estate investment funds.
Beginning 2006, the Bank sold the minority participation in BankNord Ge.Pa.Fi. SIM SPA, a stockbroking and
investment management company bought in 2001.
As at 31 December 2006, the Group had 109 employees on its books, equating to 108.5 full-time positions
(previous year: 103 employees, equating respectively to 102.5 positions).

Lending operations
In accordance with the Group’s strategy of focusing business development in the asset management area,
the lending policy has been kept very tight; new loans are issued only if backed by guarantees, while interbank dealing is limited to the placement of short-term cash deposits.
Customer loans backed by guarantees shown in the financial statements account for 95% of the total.

Brokerage and investment service operations
In this business area, the main operations are asset management, securities and derivatives trading, and fiduciary deposit services.
The Group offers asset management services organized by a committee responsible for defining investment
policy, while the offices in Lugano and Nassau are responsible for implementing the investment policy decisions on client accounts.
The Group’s customer advisory service is managed by a staff of specialists working in all the Bank’s branches.

Trading operations
The Group normally trades in securities, currencies, and derivative instruments on behalf of its clients. The results
from trading operations are for the most part generated by currency trading.
The volume of transactions for the Bank’s own account is limited.

Banca del Sempione
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Risk management
The Group has a set of regulations defining risk management in all areas of operation. Clear and conservative
limits have been defined for each type of risk.
The Risk Management unit is endowed with the necessary independence and professionalism. Its operating
responsibility is to identify and measure risks as well as to ensure that the Group’s policies are implemented
and limits respected: controls take place at regular intervals with the aid of the appropriate surveillance
tools. Market valuations are updated on a daily basis.
Counterparty (credit) risks are minimized through a rigorous selection of financial counterparties and by
systematic demands on customers for real guarantees and margin coverage.
Lombard loans, accounting for the bulk of the portfolio, are issued on the basis of collateral values conservatively calculated and constantly monitored.
The mortgage portfolio mainly refers to residences occupied by the owners themselves. The average mortgage amount issued is CHF 352’000 (previous year: CHF 345’000). The collateral value of commercial properties,
incoming-producing buildings and private houses of high standing is determined with the help of external
appraisers.
Interest rate risk management with respect to the balance sheet structure is managed by the Group’s ALM
committee.
Other market risks, mainly on currency and securities positions, are contained by virtue of very strict limits
imposed by the operating units. The positions are monitored daily.
Operating risks are limited through a series of internal regulations and provisions. Control operations are
an integral part of daily operations. Internal audits constantly monitor the adequacy of the procedures.
The compliance service ensures that regulations and diligence requirements affecting the Group’s various areas of operations are respected.

Outsourcing
Banca del Sempione has appointed an external company to carry out the necessary maintenance work on
programs belonging to the IT platform BOSS. A detailed services contract formally regulates the terms of
this service. All personnel connected with the service company are subject to bank secrecy obligations.
However, the services are not subject to the provision of circular FBC 99/2.

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria
General principles
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted are in compliance with the provisions of the Code
of Obligations, Swiss banking law, and the rulings issued by the Federal Banking Commission.
The consolidated financial statements have been drawn up in accordance with Swiss law governing the
preparation of bank accounting statements. They present a true and fair view of the Group’s capital structure, financial standing, and operating performance.
All transactions are shown in the financial statements according to the transaction date entry principle.

Scope and method of consolidation
Those companies in which the Bank owns more than 50% of capital and shares with voting rights are fully
consolidated.
In accordance with the fully consolidated method, debits and credits, as well as revenues and expenses generated by transactions between consolidated companies, are netted. Consolidations of capital takes place
according to the “acquisition method” prevalent in English speaking countries: according to this method,
book value is offset against net equity existing at the time of formation or acquisition.
Any equity investments held by 20%-50% are recognised in the consolidated financial statements according to
the equity method.
The non-consolidated equity investments are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less any amortization, which may be necessary.
The list of significant participations, as well as the change in the scope of consolidation, are shown on note 3.3.

Conversion of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions are booked at the exchange rates of the transaction date.
Profits and losses generated by the winding up of these transactions or by the conversion of foreign-currency
denominated assets and liabilities at exchange rates prevailing as at the end of the financial year are
booked to the income statement. The assets and liabilities of the consolidated companies are converted at
the year-end exchange rate, whereas revenues and expenses are converted at the average exchange rate. The
resulting differences are directly allocated to the Bank equity.
The following table sets out the exchange rates against the major foreign currencies applied for translation
purposes:
2006

USD
EUR
GBP
YEN

2005

Year End

Average

Year End

Average

1.2196
1.6068
2.3979
1.0265

1.2541
1.5744

1.3182
1.5542
2.2665
1.1194

1.2457
1.5480

Main valuation principles
Assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet entries shown under the same item are always subject to an individual
valuations.

Cash and cash equivalents, money market securities lending, loans to banks, liability reserves
These items are shown in the financial statements on the basis of their nominal value or acquisition value,
less write-downs to individual items for credit risk. The discount on money market securities is divided into
installments.

Banca del Sempione
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Loans (accounts receivable from customers and mortgage lending)
Loans are generally booked at nominal value.
Non-performing loans - defined as loans for which the debtor is considered unlikely to meet its commitments based on an examination of solvency criteria - are valued on a case-by-case basis. Presumed risks of
loss are covered by individual prudent write-downs. Any commitments deriving from off-balance sheet transactions are duly considered in this valuation.
A loan is considered non-performing when interest and repayment expired by more than 90 days at the latest. In this case, interest not received is directly attributed to write-downs; an entry to revenues is made
only when the interest is effectively received.
The amount of the write-down corresponds to the difference between the book value of the loan and the
amount the Bank believes it can collect as a function of counterparty risk and net revenues obtainable from
the implementation of any guarantees. Non-performing loans are recognised in the balance sheet net of corresponding write-downs. A lump-sum adjustment may be applied to loans that, while not substandard, present
a potential risk of loss, and to the portion of the portfolio consisting of numerous small loans. This adjustment is determined by applying a calculation method that is systematic and constant over time (20% of the
nominal value of risked loans and 5% for the minor loans).
Changes in the amount of the write-down, both case-by-case and lump-sum, as well as collections of loans
previously amortised are entered under the income statement item “value adjustments, provisions, and losses”.
Reserves released because they are no longer necessary are either allocated to form new provisions or
booked to the income statement under the item “extraordinary gains”.

Trading securities and precious metals
Trading securities and precious metals are shown at the market price on the closing date of the financial
statements and the results generated are shown in the income statement. If no reliable market price is
available, the lesser value principle is applied.

Financial investments
Fixed-income securities are valued according to the accrual method since the intention is to hold them to maturity.
Any transaction premiums and discounts at the time of the acquisition of the fixed-income securities are
therefore shown in the income statement on an accrual basis according to time-to-maturity.
The result realized on a sale or early repayment is spread over the residual duration of the transaction determined on the basis of the original maturity date.
Any depreciation in value caused by a deterioration in the issuer’s solvency is shown under the item “other ordinary expenses”. In a similar way, any later write-backs to the previous value are booked to the item “other
ordinary revenues”.
Participations and precious metals are shown at the lesser of acquisition cost and market value. Real assets received in guarantee of loans issued and those received from auctions are shown among financial investments
if the intention is to sell them off; they are shown at the lesser of acquisition cost and liquidation value.
Physical assets in precious metals intended for conversion into cash are valued according to the lesser value
principle, while those used to cover commitments in the metals account are valued according to market prices.

Non-consolidated participations
Any minority stakes held by 20%-50% are shown in the financial statements according to the equity method.
The companies in which the Bank holds an equity investment of less than 20% of the voting shares or whose
sizes and operations do not have a significant impact on the Group, are shown in the financial statements at
acquisition price less depreciation and amortization as appropriate.

Fixed assets
Assets used for more than one reporting period and which are higher than the minimum activation limit are
shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less depreciation and amortization. Depreciation and amortization are applied according to the straight-line method and are estimated on the basis of the presumed
useful life of the assets according to conservative criteria.
Every year the bank examines the consistency of the criteria adopted and, if necessary, deducts supplementary depreciation and amortization. Ordinary and supplementary depreciation and amortization are booked
under the income statement item “depreciation and amortization of fixed assets.”
The presumed useful life expected for the different categories of assets is set out below:
Real estate, including land
Other fixed assets
Information technology and other equipment

Up to 67 years
Up to 10 years
Up to 5 years

Any gains realized on sales are shown under the item “extraordinary gains” and any losses under the item
“extraordinary losses”.

Intangible Assets
Goodwill
If an equity investment is acquired at a price higher than the net value of the assets taken over, the difference is recognised as goodwill.
Amortisation, calculated in accordance with the useful life of the asset (usually 5 years), is recognised in the
income statement.
At the end of each period, the real value of goodwill is in any case subject to an impairment test. If it proves
to be overvalued, supplemental amortisation is recognised.
Other Intangible Assets
Purchases of software and other intangible assets are carried in the balance sheet only if their useful life is
multi-year. Intangible assets developed in-house are not recognised on the balance sheet.
The measurement is based on purchase cost, less the necessary amortisation estimated on the basis of the
useful life of the asset, up to a maximum of five years.
The present value is revised each year. If the impairment test results in a change in useful life or a decrease
in value, supplemental amortisation is recognised.

Employee pension funds
All employees at the Swiss parent company are members of two legally autonomous pension funds. Premiums
paid by the employer are recognised as staff expenses. Foreign employees do not have any type of professional pension since it is not required by local laws.
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Taxes
Current taxes are determined in accordance with legal provisions in force. They are booked in the income
statement of the period in which taxable earnings are generated.
Tax provisions set aside at year-end are booked under the liability item “accrued liabilities and deferred income”. The tax effect of the time difference between the tax amount and the financial statement value of
the assets and contingent liabilities is booked as deferred taxes on the liability side of the balance sheet
under the item “value adjustments and provisions”.
Deferred taxes are calculated separately for each accounting period and for each tax entity based on tax rates
in effect at the time the annual financial statements are drawn up. Deferred tax credits on time differences
or on losses carried forward are booked under the asset item “pre-paid expenses and accrued interest” only
if it is likely that they will be realized as a result of the future generation of sufficient taxable earnings.
Deferred tax credits and liabilities are offset only to the extent that they are attributable to the same tax
collection agency and only if this offsetting is permitted by law.

Contingent liabilities
These off-balance sheet transactions are booked at nominal value. Value adjustments and provisions are
made for all recognizable risks on a case-by-case basis as at the financial statement ending-date according
to the conservative principle.

Value adjustments and provisions
A single value adjustment and provision is made for all recognizable risks as at the financial statement endingdate according to the conservative principle.
Provisions no longer necessary for operating purposes and which are not used to constitute new provisions
of the same type are liquidated in favor of the income statement.
Individual provisions and value adjustments are used to directly decrease the value of the asset in question.
The tax provision includes only deferred taxes deriving from the difference between the financial statement
criteria adopted for drawing up the annual consolidated accounts and the individual financial statements.

Derivative financial instruments
All derivative financial instruments are shown at market value since they are strictly for trading purposes.
Positive and negative replacement values are booked under the balance sheet items “other assets” or “other
liabilities” as appropriate.
Market value is determined by market prices on an efficient and sufficiently liquid regulated stock exchange,
by sell prices offered by a market-maker or by prices calculated with the aid of a pricing model.
Offsetting in the balance sheet between positive and negative replacement values with the same counterparty is allowed only within the limits of legally valid offsetting agreements.
The realized or unrealized results from transactions with derivative instruments are shown under the item
“results from trading operations”.

Changes to the accounting, valuation, and presentation principles
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2006
are the same as those applied in the previous year, except for the adoption of the new standard RPC 16. The
application of this standard had no impact on the Group’s annual report.

3. Information on the balance sheet
3.1 Breakdown of collateral loans and off-balance sheet transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Loans
Due from customers
Mortgages
– Residential real estate
– Trade and industrial property
Total loans
Previous year

Mortgage
collateral

Non-performing loans
Year under review
Previous year

Total

4’521

54’625

6’090

65’236
65’316

58’388
6’928
69’837
69’080

54’625
50’385

6’090
9’888

130’552
129’353

8’570

8’570
12’173

352
1’196
60
1’608
390

8’922
1’196
60
10’178
12’563

Gross
amount

Estimated
realisation
value

Net
amount

Specific
provisioning

22’268
25’457

2’010
4’691

20’258
20’766

20’258
20’680

Year under
review

Previous
year

303
59
221
583

1’135
331
106
1’572

Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for calls on shares and other equities
Total off-balance sheet transactions
Previous year

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of collateral
Other
Without
collateral
collateral

3.2 Securities and precious metal trading portfolios, financial investments and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Interest bearing securities
Listed equities
Precious metals
Total securities and precious metal trading portfolios

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Financial investments
Interest bearing securities to keep until maturity
Listed equities
Real estate
Total financial investments
of which securities used in repurchase agreements, according to liquidity provisions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Participations
Not listed
Total participations

Book
Value
Year under
Previous
review
year

32’107
2’837
1’962
36’906
25’535

28’887
1’330
1’562
31’779
15’567

Market
Value
Year under
Previous
review
year

31’980
2’957
1’962
36’899

28’998
1’341
1’562
31’901

Year under
review

Previous
year

20
20

1’645
1’645

3.3 information on significant participations
Name and address

Year under
review

Business activities

Fully consolidated companies
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd, Nassau
BDS Corporate Services Ltd, Nassau
Imocentro SA, Lugano
Finrate SA, Lugano
Accademia SGR SpA, Milano

Bank and Trust
Financial
Real Estate
Financial
Asset Management

Company recognised under “participation”
BankNord Ge. Pa. Fi. SpA, Milano

Asset Management

CHF
USD
CHF
CHF
EUR

Previuos
year

Share capital

Interest in %

Interest in %

5’000’000
50’000
700’000
200’000
1’400’000

100
100
100
100
91

100
100
100
100
91

10

In 2006, BDS Corporate Services Ltd, Nassau, increased its share capital from USD 10,000 to USD 50,000 through the free issuance of
40’000 new shares with a par value of USD 1.
The Group sold its 10% stake in Banknord Ge. Pa. Fi. S.p.A. Milano in early 2006. The sale caused no change in the scope of consolidation because the equity investment was not previously included.

3.4 Fixed assets and participations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Historical
cost

Non-consolidated Participations
Other participations
Total non-consolidated participation
Real estate
Bank buildings
Others fixed assets
Total real estate
Intangible assests
Goodwill
Other intangible assests
Total intangible assests

Write-offs/
Accumulated
depreciation

Book
value
previous
year

Additions

Write-offs/
Disposals Depreciations

1’685
1’685

40
40

1’645
1’645

–1’625
–1’625

49’039
15’080
64’119

13’452
14’178
27’630

35’587
902
36’489

103
196
299

–989
–222
–1’211

34’701
876
35’577

583
2’825
3’408

983
983

583
1’842
2’425

884
884

–120
–959
–1’079

463
1’767
2’230

Riclassifications

Book
value
previous
year

20
20

Fire insurance value of real estate
Fire insurance value of other fixed assets

41’300
6’050
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3.5 Other assets and other liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Other
Total

Year under review
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

800
163

640
3’135

943
1’906

512
4’287

Previous year
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

1’623
217
12
1’398
3’250

1’235
1’217
131
797
3’380

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’959

4’971

7’481
12’440

7’407
12’378

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’237

4’072

3.6 Assets pledged or ceded to secure own liabilities and assets subject to ownership reservation

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used).
Total

3.7 Liabilities to the pension fund of own staff

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Balances in sight and time accounts of the Group foundation

Banca del Sempione has two pension plans for its staff members in Switzerland.
For the mandatory part, LPP, the Bank has opted for affiliation with the legally independent, Basel-based, Collective Pension Foundation.
In addition, employees are affiliated with the Banca del Sempione Pension Fund, managing only the optional (supplemental) part of the
professional pension plan.
Both Funds reinsure risks with a life insurance company, fully for the mandatory part, and only for the risk of decease and disability for
the supplemental part. The pension age is the same as that established by the AVS. In case of early retirement, the affiliate receives the
capital accumulated at that time (supplemental part).
At the end of the accounting period, as in the previous year, the Bank did not record any obligations with the two pension funds since
all the risks are reinsured and there are no financial risks in the supplemental part.
So the Bank receives neither a monetary advantage nor does it have coverage obligations. All the Bank’s financial obligations to the
pension Funds are fulfilled with the payment of the contributions.
Neither of the two Funds contain reserve contributions from the employer. The Banca del Sempione Pension Fund’s last audited annual
report (31 December 2005) showed a coverage rate of 137%.
Foreign employees do not have any type of professional pension since it is not required by local laws.

3.8 Valuation adjustments and provision

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Provisions for current and deferred taxes

Previous
year

Specific
usage

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

New
allocation
charged
to income
statement

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

Year
under
review

100

–16

1’565

–16

20’338
13’213
33’551
35’116

1’481

Valuation adjustments and provisions reserve for
loan losses (credit and country risks)
Other provisions
Subtotal
Total valuation adjustments and provisions

20’750
12’876
33’626
35’107

less:
valuation adjustments directly netted with assets

–20’680

Total valuation adjustments and
provisions as per balance sheet
Reserves for general banking risks

14’427
12’820

–1’067
–399
–1’466
–1’466

141
421
562
562

514
315
829
929

–20’258
14’858
13’220

400

3.9 Capital Structure

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Share capital
Total share capital issued and fully paid

Major shareholders
Eburnea Holding SA, Sion (Donelli Group)
Molu Holding SA, Lugano (Gattei Group)
Golden Horn Finanz AG, Lugano (Filofibra Group)

Year under review
Total
nominal
Number
value
of shares

Previous year
Dividend
bearing
capital

Total
nominal
value

Number
of shares

Dividend
right
capital

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

Nominal
CHF

Participation
in %

Nominal
CHF

Participation
in %

10’400
7’000
2’350

52.00
35.00
11.75

10’400
7’000
2’350

52.00
35.00
11.75

There is neither conditional capital nor shareholders without right to vote.
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3.10 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholders’equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
General legal reserve
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend
+ Allocation to the reserve for general banking risks
+ Foreign currency transactions and consolidation differences
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at the end of year under review (before profit distribution)

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
49’902
195
12’820
5’431
88’348
–2’500
400
38
8’029
94’315

Of which:
Share capital
General legal reserve
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Other reserves
Retained earnings

20’000
52’915
151
13’220
8’029

3.11 Maturity structure of current assets and borrowed funds

Maturity

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Current assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal
trading portfolios
Financial investments
Total current assets
Previous year
Borrowed funds
Due to banks

at sight

8’945
28’968

583
2’839
41’335
38’597

within
within
3 months 3–12 months

47’296
24’490

2’073
7’776
18’788

595
11’516

71’786
65’205

3’323
136’017
147’835

7’281
35’918
70’415

21’501
33’612
18’294

after
5 years

real estate
to be sold

total

8’945
143’644
65’236
65’316

1’519

1’962
1’962
1’562

583
36’906
320’630
343’427

11’250
47’505

167’440
178’690
213’655

within
12 months
– 5 years

112’603
9’569
10’522

11’250

Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers,
other
Total borrowed funds
Previous year

redeemable
by notice

3’400
50’905
55’025

47’505
15’114
15’114
10’401

358
358
1’158

186’312
245’067
280’239

3.12 Related party transactions, loans to members of the Bank’s governing bodies
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’787
3’454
3’949

5’137
3’076
3’945

Transactions with related parties
No significant transactions with affiliated entities were executed during the financial year. The conditions applied for banking services
are generally equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s governing bodies enjoy the same benefits made
available to all employees.

3.13 Assets and liabilities by domestic and foreign origin

Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangibile assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
Of which minority interests
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity

Previous year

Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Foreign

8’943
39’327
19’044
65’316
229
13’482
20
35’447
1’586
1’935
1’789
187’118

2
104’317
46’192

2
126’500
36’478

130
644
366
117
175’546

16’765
37’456
26’103
66’772
108
12’305
20
36’445
1’769
1’561
3’185
202’489

1’464
19’474
1’625
44
656
235
65
186’543

4’540

6’710

3’760

12’681

41’056
84’725
3’644
4’056
14’858
13’220
20’000
51’050

6’449
101’587
493
231

43’199
91’888
2’279
3’202
14’427
12’820
20’000
48’980

8’126
120’585
359
178

5’722
242’871

354
23’424

1’865
151
2’307
–22
119’793
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3.14 Assets by countries/country group

Year under review

Previous year

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Amount CHF

Percentage %

Amount CHF

Percentage %

Switzerland
Other OCSE countries
Other countries
Total assets with foreign countries
Total assets

187’118
138’279
37’267
175’546
362’664

52
38
10
48
100

202’489
174’143
12’400
186’543
389’032

52
45
3
48
100

3.15 Balance sheet by currencies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from Customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial Investments
Non-consolidated participations
Fixed assets
Intangibile assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets
Forward transactions and currency options
Total assets
Liabilities and shareholders’equity
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving
and investment accounts
Due to customers, other
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Share capital
Reserves and retained earnings
Minority interests in shareholders’equity
Net income
Of which minority interests
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Forward transactions and currency options
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Net positions per currency

Currency
CHF

USD

EUR

Altre

Totale

6’176
42’105
30’379
65’316
12
35’742
20
35’465
2’227
1’123
1’000
219’565
28’947
248’512

66
23’651
1’074

2’693
68’994
31’439

10
8’894
2’344

71
196

279
785

221
183

374
139
25’571
76’490
102’061

112
3
794
764
105’863
86’255
192’118

10
3
11’665
13’883
25’548

8’945
143’644
65’236
65’316
583
36’906
20
35’577
2’230
2’301
1’906
362’664
205’575
568’239

1’985

2’841

5’806

618

11’250

24’343
43
186

82’725
95
925
12’917

9’065

47’505
70’179
3’999
3’115
1’941
13’220
20’000
52’915
8’357

36

223’216
28’455
251’671
–3’159

27’449
75’914
103’363
–1’302

151
–364
–22
102’255
87’428
189’683
2’435

61

9’744
13’778
23’522
2’026

47’505
186’312
4’137
4’287
14’858
13’220
20’000
52’915
151
8’029
–22
362’664
205’575
568’239
0

4. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
4.1 Contingent liabilities

Year under
review

Previous
year

8’922
8’922

12’503
12’503

Positive
replacement
value

Negative
replacement
value

Contract
volumes

692
108
800
1’623

500
140
640
1’235

190’465
15’110
205’575
288’820

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Fiduciary transactions
Fiduciary deposits with third banks
Fiduciary loans and other fiduciary transactions
Total fiduciary transactions

417’258
52’584
469’842

365’388
41’924
407’312

Year under
review

Previous
year

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Contingent liabilities
Guarantees and similar instruments issued
Total contingent liabilities

4.2 Outstanding derivative instruments

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange
Forward contracts
Options (OTC)
Total year under review
Previous year

4.3 Fiduciary transactions

4.4 Assets under control

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of Assets under control
Assets in funds managed by the Group
Assets under management
Other Assets under control
Total Assets under control (including assets consolidated two times)
of which double counting
Net new money

219’076
238’088
516’405
433’946
1’954’896 1’867’447
2’690’377 2’539’481
207’779
236’676
73’032
15’172

Client assets under control include all assets for which the Bank is not only limited to custody, receiving therefore commissions and/or
fees in addition to custody fees and account maintenance charges.
Net fund inflow includes all incoming and outgoing transfers in cash and securities occurring during the year, in accordance with the
valuation on the transfer date and excluding interest, fees and commissions.
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5. Information on the income statement
5.1 Result from trading operations
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’476
40
40
2’556

2’698
38
45
2’781

Year under
review

Previous
year

615
10’929
1’066
1’296
490
14’396

581
10’646
1’044
1’266
392
13’929

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’131
1’393
3’363
5’887

950
1’268
3’249
5’467

5.2 Personnel expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Bank staff
Salaries and wages
AVS, AI, IPG and other contributions required by law
Pension foundation contributions
Other personnel expenses
Total personnel expenses

5.3 Other operating expenses

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Premises expenses
Information technology, machinery, fixtures and fittings, vehicles and other equipment
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

5.4 Extraordinary income and costs

Extraordinary income were generated by the capital gain on the sale of the participation in Banknord Ge. Pa. Fi. SpA Milano.
Extraordinary costs relates to the increase of the reserve for general banking risk.

5.5 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 and 665a CO)

No company included within the scope of consolidation has carried out revaluations.

5.6 Revenues and expenses from ordinary banking operations broken down according to the domicile of operations
(Switzerland or abroad)
Year under rewiew
(importi in CHF 1’000)

Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)
Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment activities
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Income from non-consolidated participations
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Other ordinary results (subtotal)
Total income
Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

Previous year

Switzerland

Abroad

Switzerland

Abroad

6’602
12
496
–733
6’377

869

519

22
–508
383

5’357
28
496
–685
5’196

24
–368
175

132
18’069
2’176
–1’861
18’516

16
3’261
368
–122
3’523

139
16’033
2’241
–1’344
17’069

19
2’428
164
–48
2’563

2’392

164

2’661

120

1
2
745
86

–17

–18

834

–17

211
10
640
4
–1
864

–18

28’119

4’053

25’790

2’840

–13’836
–4’985
–18’821

–560
–902
–1’462

–13’528
–4’665
–18’193

–401
–802
–1’203

9’298

2’591

7’597

1’637

Year under
review

Previous
year

100
–16
1’898
1’982

–63
1’598
1’535

5.7 Taxes

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

New provisions for deferred taxes
Release of provisions for deferred taxes
Taxes on current income
Total taxes
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Reference Points.
The world is constantly on the move. Borders, cultures, and relations change.
New unheard of risks and opportunities emerge. Banca del Sempione is ready to take up
and evaluate these changes in the exclusive interest of its clients.
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WHO DESIGNS THE PATH DESIGNS THE FUTURE.

Few decision have an impact on regional
development as those on major infrastructure. That is the way it was in 1869, when
the decision was taken to build the
Gottardo railway linking Italy with Lugano
and then towards the north. If another
project had been chosen, development
would not have stopped, but the history of
the region would have been different.
Banca del Sempione helps its clients identify paths that allow for optimum wealth
management, seizing opportunities offered
throughout the world with different regulatory, taxation, and financial systems.

Melide bridge

From Border
To Bridge
of the Alps

One of the concerns of the Ticino government in the early 1800s was providing the Canton with an efficient roadway system, both to reach isolated rural regions and to favour the cantonal integration process,
on the one hand, and to ensure the transit of people and goods, on the other, increasing trade that would
also benefit local government finances: in fact, the Ticino treasury received most of its income from tolls
and duties on goods. The construction of roads and bridges was a priority for the Canton and the construction of carriage roads was the first infrastructure project unifying the territory.

FROM BORDER TO BRIDGE OF THE ALPS
The first big works were the reconstruction of
Ponte della Torretta, once again after three centuries linking Locarno with Bellinzona in 1814,
and the Monte Ceneri road, both designed by
Giulio Pocobelli. Headed by engineer Francesco
Meschini, the Tremola was inaugurated in 1830,
and in 1847 the Ponte di Melide, designed by
Pasquale Lucchini, was opened. But rapid development of railway networks in neighbouring
countries led Switzerland to try to make up lost
ground, urgently joining the European transport
system to avoid being by-passed. The Brennero
was inaugurated in 1867 and the Moncenisio tunnel
in 1871. The railway reached Como in 1849, while
the Ticino government continued to discuss
whether to let the railway pass from Gottardo and
Ceneri, or from Lucomagno and Locarno. In addition to speed, the railway ensured passenger safety.
The documents of the time often report news of
wayfarers becoming victims of aggression.A certain
Constantino Genotti is certainly an example of
this: in 1864 along the Monte Ceneri road, then
with a bad reputation, he held up the stage coach
linking Flüelen to Como-Camerlata. Europeans
started building railways in 1830, especially in
United Kingdom, Belgium, France, and Germany.
Switzerland did not have its first railway line until
1847, between Zurich and Baden, and Ticino in
1874, between Locarno and Biasca and between
Chiasso and Lugano. Despite international tensions
- especially with Austrian Lombardia, the expulsion
of the Ticinesi from Milan and the closing of the

border - many people, led by Stefano Franscini,
believed in a Ticino as part of the European network. Unfortunately, many local rivalries and cantonal sovereignty paralysed any comprehensive
initiative. On 19 January 1846, the Great Council
of Ticino nonetheless authorised Count Carlo
Rota-Vezoli of Milan to build a railway from
Bellinzona to the Lombard border and in 1869 the
final decision came in favour of the Gottardo
route at the expense of Lucomagno. Later Locarno
and its line were put aside in favour of Lugano
which, because of trains passing over Ponte di
Melide, was finally situated on the main line of
communication between northern and southern
Europe. That bridge was decisive in the future of
Ticino and the development of its town centres:
from antiquity to the mid-1800s, the main communication routes between Lepontine lands, Rhetia,
the German towns, and France did not pass from

Previous page:
the damn-bridge of Melide crossed by stage
coach, an engraving by E. Labhardt, 1848.
From above in sequence:
P. Lucchini, builder of the damn-bridge
of Melide.
Large boat for the transport of goods
and people from Bissone to Melide,
in a painting by A. Chiattone (1904-1958).
The damn-bridge in the early 1900s,
crossed by the boat “Lugano”.
Side page in sequence:
Bissone, and the damn-bridge from South,
oil painting by G. Fasanotti, 1866.
Air view of the damn-bridge of Melide.

Lugano, but they followed the routes around lakes
Como, Maggiore and Sempione, the valleys of
Ticino, Vedeggio, Mesolcina, and Valtellina, and
then the Alps. Lake Ceresio interrupted the continuity of land traffic and divided the Sottoceneri in
two, creating a natural barrier to the south at that
point, which in 1811 the Grand Council of Ticino
voted on the transfer of Mendrisiotto to the Kingdom of Italy, but never implemented. Moreover,
until 1861, the road linking Lugano to Melide
crossed part of Lombard territory: Capo San
Martino, then famous for its forks, was in fact part
of Campione (d’Intelvi). The traveller had no
choice but to go over the waterways, though the
first real and proper ferries for people and goods
began only in 1818. So the need for a stable bridge
became imperative.The bridge continued expanding, first with the railway and then in 1961 with the
highway, changing the urban and rural landscape
of the two river banks, bringing at the same time
major economic benefits, especially to Lugano
and its region. Today, Lugano, after Zurich and
Geneva, is the number three financial centre in
Switzerland and one of the major ones in Europe.
A dynamic financial, cultural, university, and
tourism centre renown throughout the world, also
because of its Mediterranean climate, Lugano is a
down-to-earth city, elegant and discrete.

Overcoming Barriers.
Distances can generate differences, misunderstandings, and cause a waste of time and energy.
Banca del Sempione has chosen immediateness, because communicating with clarity, speed and
transparency helps to shorten distances.
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ACCADEMIA SGR SpA

The Company
Accademia SGR is an asset-management company specialing in real estate funds, combining the international experience accumulated in real estate and the asset management business generated by Banca del
Sempione in over forty years. Providing asset management services through a real estate fund allows the
Banca del Sempione Group to enhance its range of products and services.
The Mission
Accademia SGR has inherited the Group’s attention to the needs of the individual. In fund management, this
means forging tools designed for use by a restricted number of investors and investments. The Accademia
SGR mission is to give investors maximum transparency in the management of their funds. As a result,
investors have the opportunity to participate in highly attractive real estate initiatives through tools directly managed by the company, with the advice of real estate industry experts, and the comfort of the guarantees afforded by the control structure, under Italian law.
Real Estate Funds
A real estate fund exclusively and prevalently invests its assets in:
• real properties;
• real property rights;
• stakes in real estate companies, i.e. in companies that appraise, acquire, transfer, and manage real estate,
including related businesses, or construction (in such case the equity investment is limited to 10% of the
fund’s asset value).
Interested investors may underwrite shares in the real estate fund through:
• the transfer of properties, real property rights, and equity investments in real estate companies;
• cash payment.
Investing In Our Funds
The real estate funds are an ideal tool for transforming savings into a real fruitful and safe investment, far
from securities market fluctuations because of value growth over time and sizable returns. Since these funds
are reserved for “qualified investors”, they are allowed to maintain a higher investment concentration,
a feature that makes them similar to a personal inheritance and not an anonymous mutual investment fund.

Investor Profile
Accademia SGR targets a small circle of “qualified investors” with experience in real estate investment and who
are willing to delegate management of their capital to participate in real estate transactions in association
with other investors with the same qualifications. Ministerial Decree no. 228 of 24 May 1999 defines a “qualified investor”. The definition includes institutional investors, both natural and legal persons who have specific skills and experience in the fund’s target investment.
With Accademia SGR S.p.A., Banca del Sempione Group provides another option in its array of asset
management services.

ACCADEMIA
SGR

Accademia SGR SpA
Via S. Maurilio 13
20123 Milano
Tel. +39 02 36 567 003
Fax +39 02 36 567 183
www.accademiasgr.it
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Base Investments SICAV

In the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, Banca del Sempione is the sponsor of BASE Investments SICAV, an open-end
investment company established on 29 May 2001 and registered in the official list of Undertakings for
Collective Investment pursuant to the Law of 20 December 2002, Section I.
The company is organised according to the multi sub-funds, multi-manager principle. The sub-funds have
varying, specific investment objectives and different types of risk. Each sub-fund is represented by distinct
shares, offering investors the advantage of being able to choose among different investment categories.
BASE Investments SICAV aims to preserve capital, increase assets, and provide investors with a diversified
investment portfolio. The ideal minimum investment period is 2-3 years, depending on the features of the
individual sub-funds.
BASE Investments SICAV uses the most modern fund management techniques, attaching marked importance to
asset picking and the careful selection of outside managers with proven efficiency and professionalism. This
approach offers not only different investment methods, it also reduces overall investment risk. Banca del
Sempione Group takes care of the research and the selection of managers for each sub-fund with a view to
achieving the best results for investors.
Starting from the principle that the SICAV’s various sub-funds are invested in securities, where cash is used
as a support, the company carefully picks the markets it wants to operate in, focusing mainly on three asset
classes (equity, bond, and monetary), following the specific approaches of the sub-funds, listed below:

BASE Investments SICAV - Equities USA
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, investing mainly in shares
of companies domiciled in the United States or which generate the bulk of their turnover in the United
States.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Switzerland
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SPI Index, investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in Switzerland or which generate the bulk of their turnover in Switzerland.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Europe
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the EUROSTOXX 50 Index, investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in Continental Europe and the United Kingdom (including all EU and Scandinavian countries,
as well as Switzerland) or which generate the bulk of their turnover in Continental Europe and the United
Kingdom.
BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Italy
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an Index composed of JPM CASH EUR 03 MONTHS (15%) and
COMIT GLOBALE (85%), investing mainly in shares of companies domiciled in Italy or which generate the
bulk of their turnover in Italy.

BASE Investments SICAV - Equities Asia
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to seek capital preservation and appreciation over time, investing mainly
in shares of companies domiciled in Asia or which generate the bulk of their turnover in Asia.
BASE Investments SICAV - Bond EUR
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of SSB EUROBIG (80%) and JPM CASH EURO
03 MONTHS (20%), with a time horizon of three years, investing mainly in euro-denominated fixed-income
securities, having a rating of at least A- according to the Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent
rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV - Bond USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SSB EuroDollar Index, with a time horizon of three years,
investing mainly in USD-denominated fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least A- according to the
Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV - Bond CHF
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SBI Index, with a time horizon of three years, investing
mainly in CHF-denominated fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least A- according to the
Standard & Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV - Bond EUR II
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index composed of EBREXX Gov. Bond 2.5-5.5 years (85%)
and JPM CASH EUR 03 Months (15%), with a time horizon of three years, investing mainly in euro-denominated fixed-income securities issued by entities having a rating of BBB or better according to the Standard
& Poor’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by another rating agency).
BASE Investments SICAV - Short Term CHF
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH CHF 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in
fixed-rate or floating-rate securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in
the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
BASE Investments SICAV - Short Term EUR
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH EUR 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in
fixed-rate or floating-rate securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in
the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
BASE Investments SICAV - Short Term USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM CASH USD 03 MONTHS Index, mainly investing in
fixed-rate or floating-rate securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in
the portfolio does not exceed twelve months.
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Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau

Banca del Sempione’s mission to serve its clients and explore new opportunities and trading possibilities for
those clients was furthered in early 2000 with the opening of Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., domiciled in Nassau, Bahamas and wholly-owned by the Swiss parent.
This Caribbean country and especially Nassau are today one of the world’s major financial centres with
around 400 banks. Because of its constantly updated infrastructure and highly restrictive anti-money laundering regulations, over time it has earned the reputation of being the Switzerland of the Caribbean.
Evidence of the effort made to improve its reputation is the fact that the country and the banking industry
in particular are no longer on the OECD black list.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd. has been able to participate in this context and today it is an independent operation within the Group, with a deep commitment to asset management and the provision of
financial and estate planning services. Over the years, the Nassau affiliate has acquired the skills that have
enabled it to play the precious role of advisor in the selection of outside managers for the group’s SICAV, BASE
INVESTMENTS, for years present in Luxembourg.
The future task of Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd. will also be to deepen its presence in the hedge fund
industry and in order to give the Group the indispensable tools to serve its top clients. Its status as privileged observer will also allow the Nassau affiliate to take on a leading role in business development in South
America, and at the same time take advantage of its proximity to the US market to propose and monitor asset management operations through asset allocation initiatives.

Nassau
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.
George House, George Street
Nassau, The Bahamas
Tel. +1 242 322 80 15
Fax +1 242 356 20 30
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GROWTH TOGETHER TO ENHANCE GROWTH.

The development of modern communication infrastructure of the Locarno valleys
has only a 100-year history. It is a troubled
history because population centres along
the valley are dispersed, nature is sometimes
hostile, and there is growing need for economic and technological resources. But it is
also a history of will and foresight because
that communications infrastructure has generated a multiplier effect on the region’s
development.
Banca del Sempione, always focused on
serving its clients, has developed its
strength on relations within Ticino and
abroad, towards Italy and the financial
markets of Geneva and Zurich.

Centovallina bridges

A Railway And
Many Dreams

In the first thirty years of the Nineteenth Century, the restructuring of the region’s communication and
transit routes cost around 30 million liras (the Swiss franc did not exist then), strengthening and making
Ticino’s main arteries easier for travel, but they neglected the cross routes and itineraries of the peripheral
regions. The Locarno hinterland perhaps presented the most difficult transit ways. In detail, in 1837, the
towns of Centovalli officially petitioned cantonal authorities to be relieved of their woodsy isolation due
to the difficulties encountered in crossing tortuous and dangerous mule trails that at the time were the only
link to more developed centres.

A RAILWAY AND MANY DREAMS
The petition found realisation in the initiative of
the nearby Valle Vigezzo which, in 1825, had begun
the construction of the Domodossola road. The
Ticino authorities seemed to have a favourable
view because they imagined a flourishing of forest
trade and an advantageous link with the new
Sempione road. Despite this promising start, the
construction of the roadway did not begin until
1889 and was linked to the Italian roadway network of Valle Vigezzo in 1907. But the situation
was not better in other valleys of the Locarno region: access to Valle Maggia forced the wayfarer to
often cross on foot what was then a very rough
river, and access to Valle Verzasca imposed tiresome climbs on stairs and mule trails ran along
deep cliffs. The road reached Sonogno only in
1873. The roadway history between Locarno
Ascona was also quite difficult: the Maggia bridge
built in 1816 was destroyed several times by furious
waters until in 1839 it was definitively abandoned.
Meanwhile the coast road to Intra came into service
only around 1860. So the bridges were the most
vulnerable link in the Ticino communication system of the time: faced with recurring aggressions
by nature, the new roads proved to be fragile and
required a lot of work and big expenditures. The
carriage roads had just become a reality when the
railway captured the interest of people and the
politicians. The idea of a communications route
running through Centovalli and Valle Vigezzo that
would link the cities of Locarno and Domodossola
and the San Gottardo and Sempione lines was

brought forth by the then mayor of Locarno
Francesco Balli. In office from 1885 to 1914, Mr
Balli was the person who definitively led Locarno
out of its isolation imposed by the destruction of
Ponte della Torretta in 1515. By his efforts,
Locarno had railway lines through Valle Maggia
and Centovalli, the tram, electricity, the theatre, innovative urban planning in Quartiere Nuovo, new
streets, new buildings, new hotels, new businesses,
and he dreamed of linking the Muralto railway station with that of Fondotoce. The international
railway line Domodossola-Locarno, with narrow
gauge, was laid down from 1912 to 1923 and
formed, along with the Sempione tunnel, the
fastest link between Ticino, Vallese, and the Lake
Lemano area. But the construction, which employed more than 2,500 workers, was not easy and
was often slowed and impeded, not only because
the French-American Bank of Paris failed in 1913

Previous page:
Construction work on the road bridge between
Corcapolo and Verdasio in 1916.
From above in sequence:
F. Balli (1852-1924), mayor of Locarno,
sponsor of the Centovallina.
Reconstruction work on Piazza della Stazione
in Locarno in the second half of the 1930s.
Railway of Valle Maggia, near Visletto,
around 1923.
Side page in sequence:
construction of Isorno bridge near Intragna
in 1915.
Centovallina near Camedo in the 1970s.

instead of ensuring early financing, and because of
the outbreak of World War I, but also due to the
difficulties encountered in the construction of
daring bridges, like the metallic arched bridge at
Intragna, 77 metres high and 132 long. But the
strength of will overcame the financial and technical
difficulties and the safety problems that had
seemed insuperable. Rugged and wild, Centovalli
and Valle Vigezzo thus became one of the most
beautiful segments of railway in Europe and already in the 1920s the line attracted the interest of
British tourists on vacation in the Vallese. And
there were already those who dreamed of linking
the line out to Coira through San Bernadino! Still
today, the train, clinking and clattering, seems like
a giant blue and white acrobat that overcomes
horrid spectacles, crosses idyllic prairies, and often
runs a few centimetres from stalls and the typical
stone constructions of the valley. Attracted by
Centovallina, each year numerous tourists from
German Switzerland come to the banks of the
Verbano, film-lovers from French Switzerland
flock to the Locarno Film Festival, and Frenchspeaking university students and numerous borderworkers come and contribute to the Locarno
area’s economic development. For over a hundred
years, Locarno and its region have been one of the
most popular tourist destinations among northern
Europeans who find here the first mythical south,
subtropical vegetation and climate, a nature still
uncontaminated, and an enviable quality of life.

Parting and getting back together.
Our world is what we have built, for ourselves and those dear to us.
But there is another world that constantly requires our attention: work and companies.
Banca del Sempione knows them both: a single point of contact linking private and professional life,
simplifying the management of business.
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2006

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

Assets
Cash
Due from banks
Due from customers
Mortgages
Securities and precious metal trading portfolios
Financial investments
Participations
Fixed assets
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total assets

8’943
110’549
64’233
78’316
583
35’135
14’532
14’670
1’869
1’868
330’698

16’765
133’764
62’201
79’772
1’572
30’745
16’157
15’424
1’503
3’185
361’088

–7’822
–23’215
2’032
–1’456
–989
4’390
–1’625
–754
366
–1’317
–30’390

17’349

17’591

–242

14’204
47’505
155’893
3’533
4’136
27’993
20’000
31’000
19’400
848
6’186
330’698

18’483
51’325
185’241
1’943
3’202
27’146
20’000
30’500
18’200
535
4’513
361’088

–4’279
–3’820
–29’348
1’590
934
847
500
1’200
313
1’673
–30’390

7’454

11’507

–4’053

8’922
1’196
60

11’903

–2’981
1’196

202’058
793
639
445’325

288’820
1’572
1’189
384’204

Total due from unconsolidated group entities
and significant shareholders
Liabilities
Due to banks
Due to customers in saving and investment accounts
Due to customers, others
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Valuation adjustments and provisions
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Net income
Total liabilities and shareholders’equity
Total due to unconsolidated group entities
and significant shareholders
Off-balance sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Liabilities for capital payment in share and other equities
Derivative financial instruments
– Contracts volumes
– Positive replacement values
– Negative replacement values
Fiduciary transactions

60
–86’762
–779
–550
61’121

INCOME STATEMENT 2006

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

6’935
12
496
–652
6’791

5’662
28
496
–575
5’611

–77
1’180

132
18’131
2’364
–1’861
18’766

139
16’093
2’346
–1’344
17’234

–7
2’038
18
–517
1’532

2’392

2’661

–269

1
602
162
86
851

211
530
57
4
–1
801

–210
72
105
82
1
50

28’800

26’307

2’493

–13’836
–5’819
–19’655

–13’528
–5’500
–19’028

–308
–319
–627

9’145

7’279

1’866

9’145
–1’589
–575
6’981
1’470
–500
–1’765
6’186

7’279
–1’656
–522
5’101
837

1’866
67
–53
1’880
633
–500
–340
1’673

Change

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM ORDINARY BANKING ACTIVITIES
Result from interest activities
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income on trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income on financial investments
Interest expense
Net interest income (subtotal)

Result from commission and service fee activities
Commission income on lending activities
Commission income on securities and investment transactions
Commission income on other services
Commission expenses
Result from commission and service fee activities (subtotal)
Result from trading operations

Other ordinary results
Results from the sale of financial investments
Participation income
Real estate income
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Other ordinary results (subtotal)
Net revenues

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses (subtotal)
Gross Profit

1’273
–16

NET INCOME
Gross Profit
Depreciation of fixed assets
Valuation adjustments, provisions and losses
Intermediate result
Extraordinary income
Extraordinary costs
Taxes
Net income
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Appropriation of retained earnings

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Net income
Retained earnings
Total

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

6’186
848
7’034

4’513
535
5’048

1’673
313
1’986

500
2’100
3’500
934

500
1’200
2’500
848

900
1’000
86

Proposal for appropriation on retained earnings

Allocation to general legal reserve
Allocation to other reserves
Dividend
To be brought forward

NOTES TO THE 2006 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Illustration of the Bank’s business operations and organization
Banca del Sempione’s business areas and risk management are not distinguished from those of the Group.
As at 31 December 2006, Banca del Sempione had 104 employees on its books, equating to 103.5 full-time
positions (previous year: 99 employees, equating respectively to 98.5 positions).

2. Accounting principles and valuation criteria
The accounting principles and valuation criteria adopted in drawing up the Parent company financial statements are in compliance with the provisions of the Code of Obligations, Swiss banking law, and the rulings
issued by the Federal Banking Commission.
These principles coincide for the most part with those applied in drawing up the consolidated financial statements, except for the different valuation criteria for the items illustrated:

Participations
Equity investments are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition price less depreciation and amortization
as appropriate.

Fixed assets
Fixed assets are shown at acquisition costs less depreciation and amortization as appropriate. Depreciation
and amortization are applied at constant rates based on a conservative estimate of the assets’presumed
useful life. Accelerated depreciation and amortization may be charged within the limits allowed by law.

Valuation adjustments and provisions
Case-by-case value adjustments and provisions are made according to the conservative principle for all perceivable risks as at the closing date of the financial statements. Contingent risks are covered with lump-sum
value adjustments and provisions determined by a calculation method that is systematic and constant over
time. Valuation adjustments and provisions may also contain contingent reserves.

Changes in comparison to the previous financial year
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the annual report for the year-ending 31 December 2006
are the same as those applied in the previous year, except for the adoption of the new standard RPC 16. The
application of this standard had no impact on the Group’s annual report.
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2. Information on the balance sheet
2.1 Other assets and other liabilities

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Replacement value of derivative financial instruments
related to contracts negotiated for own account
Indirect taxes
Settlement accounts
Other
Total

Year under review
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

793
163

639
3’135

912
1’868

362
4’136

Previous year
Other
Other
assets
liabilities

1’572
206
12
1’395
3’185

1’189
1’201
81
731
3’202

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’959

4’971

7’481
12’440

7’407
12’378

Year under
review

Previous
year

837

372

2.2 Pledged or assigned assets and securities lending and repurchase transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Type of securities and purpose of the deposit
Financial investment reserved for REPO transactions with the SNB (unused)
Receivables from banks and financial investment to cover mandatory margins
on derivative products (fully used).
Total

2.3 Liabilities to the pension fund of own staff

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Balances in sight and time accounts of the Bank’s foundation

Banca del Sempione has two pension plans for its staff members in Switzerland.
For the mandatory part, LPP, the Bank has opted for affiliation with the legally independent, Basel-based, Collective Pension Foundation.
In addition, employees are affiliated with the Banca del Sempione Pension Fund, managing only the optional (supplemental) part of the
professional pension plan.
Both Funds reinsure risks with a life insurance company, fully for the mandatory part, and only for the risk of decease and disability for
the supplemental part. The pension age is the same as that established by the AVS. In case of early retirement, the affiliate receives
the capital accumulated at that time (supplemental part).
At the end of the accounting period, as in the previous year, the Bank did not record any obligations with the two pension funds since
all the risks are reinsured and there are no financial risks in the supplemental part.
So the Bank receives neither a monetary advantage nor does it have coverage obligations. All the Bank’s financial obligations to the
pension Funds are fulfilled with the payment of the contributions.
Neither of the two Funds contain reserve contributions from the employer. The Banca del Sempione Pension Fund’s last audited annual
report (31 December 2005) showed a coverage rate of 137%.

2.4 Valuation adjustments and provisions

Change
in definition
of purpose

Recoveries,
doubtful
interest,
exchange
differences

New
allocations
charged
to income
statement

141
421
562

514
815
1’329

Reversal
credited
to income
statement

Previous
year

Specific
usage

Valuation adjustments and provisions reserve for
loan losses (credit and country risks)
Other provisions
Total valuation adjustments and provisions

20’750
27’076
47’826

–867
–399
–1’266

less: valuation adjustments directly netted
with assets

–20’680

–20’258

Total valuation adjustments and provisions
as per balance sheet

27’146

27’993

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

–200
–200

Year under
review

20’338
27’913
48’251

2.5 Share capital and major shareholders with more than 5% of voting rights

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Capital structure
Share capital
Total share capital issued and fully paid

Major shareholders at 31 December
Eburnea Holding SA, Sion (Donelli Group)
Molu Holding SA, Lugano (Gattei Group)
Golden Horn Finanz AG, Lugano (Filofibra Group)

Year under review
Total
nominal
Number
value
of shares

Previous year
Dividend
right
capital

Total
nominal
value

Number
of shares

Dividend
right
capital

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

20’000
20’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

Nominal value
CHF

Participation
in %

10’400
7’000
2’350

52.00
35.00
11.75

10’400
7’000
2’350

52.00
35.00
11.75

There is neither conditional capital nor shareholders without rights to vote.
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2.6 Statement of changes in shareholders’equity

Shareholder’s equity, at beginning of year under review
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’equity, at the beginning of year under review (before profit distribution)
– Dividend provisions to reserve
+ Net income
Total shareholders’equity, at end of year under review (before profit distribution)

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

20’000
30’500
18’200
5’048
73’748
–2’500
6’186
77’434

Of which:
Share capital
General legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings

20’000
31’000
19’400
7’034

2.7 Related parties transactions, loans to member of the Bank’s governing bodies

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Due from related companies
Due to related companies
Loans and exposure to members of the bank’s governing bodies

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’787
2’548
3’936

5’137
2’142
3’945

Transactions with related parties
No significant transactions with shareholders and group companies were executed during the financial year.
The conditions applied for banking services are generally equivalent to those applied to primary customers. Members of the Bank’s
governing bodies enjoy the same benefits made available to all employees.

3. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
3.1 Fiduciary transactions

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Fiduciary placements with third party banks
Fiduciary credits
Total fiduciary transactions

392’862
52’463
445’325

343’045
41’159
384’204

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’312
40
40
2’392

2’578
38
45
2’661

4. Information on the income statement
4.1 Result from trading operations

(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Foreign exchange and banknotes
Precious metals
Securities
Total result from trading operations

4.2 Extraordinary income and costs

The main income component, amounting to CHF 1’387’000, was generated by the capital gain on the sale of the participation in Banknord
Ge. Pa. Fi. SpA Milano.
Another CHF 83’000 was generated by the partial release of hidden reserves on fixed assets created in previous years through accelerated
depreciation.
Costs refer to provisions made that were not necessary for operating reasons.

4.3 Revaluation of fixed assets to a level exceeding acquisition value (art. 665 e 665a CO)

No revaluations of fixed assets were carried out.
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Strength As A Value.
Those who undertake great professional and entrepreneurial challenges always have on their side solid
support on which they can always count. Banca del Sempione has constructed its reliability over time,
guaranteeing its clients concrete support and prudent and competent advice.
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THE STRENGTH OF INTELLIGENCE.

Ticino’s economic development owes much
to the engineering of its bridges. This precious infrastructure has allowed the population to overcome the ruggedness of the
terrain and let trade within the region
flourish. Meanwhile in the modern world,
bridges roads, roadways, and railways have
provided Ticino with stable links to the rest
of Switzerland and Europe.
Once again, the tenacity and intelligence of
man have proved to be victorious. This is
the same quality that distinguishes Banca
del Sempione CROs for their client service
that aims for excellence.

Highway bridges

Bridges
To Meet Others

The enormous increase in personal mobility arising in Europe, especially in the second half of the
Twentieth Century with the explosion of mass-produced motorisation, has imposed major developments
in roadways.The automobile, with its promise of comfort and speed, bringing with it the need for regular
and standard roadways, has led to the development of motorways. Development in Switzerland and Italy
has been extraordinary, especially after 1960, but they were actually “invented” long before that. Milan
and the Lombard lakes region can boast a world record in this field.

BRIDGES TO MEET OTHERS
The idea of a road exclusively reserved for motor
vehicles with a smooth and regular pavement,
with wide-angle curves and contained slopes,
without crossroads, was conceived after 1918 in
the mind of a Milanese entrepreneur Piero
Puricelli, a convinced supporter of automobile
transport on roads, and he foresaw major development. In the early 1920s, few cars circulated in
Italy (around 85,000 in 1924), concentrated in
heavily populated areas such as Lombardia where
commercial and tourism traffic was already dense
despite the deplorable state of the roads. So the
link between Milan and the pre-Alpine lakes, the
Milano-Laghi highway (Como-Varese-Lago Maggiore), was the first example in the world of a road
reserved for automobiles and it provoked admiration and wonder. Construction work began in
1923 and the first segment, Milano-Varese, was
inaugurated in 1924, but there was no plan to extend
it to Ticino. But Mussolini rose to power and, seeking opportunities to consolidate consensus around
his party, he accelerated the course events: in ten
years, the major cities of northern Italy were all
linked, as were Rome to Ostia, Naples to Pompei.
In 1904, the Germans, under Emperor William,
built the first motorway in Homburg where the
fifth Gordon Bennet Cup, the famous race car
competition, was supposed to take place. In the
same year, the Americans built the first road tunnel connecting New York and New Jersey below
the Hudson River. But if we exclude Avus, a city
street reserved exclusively for motor vehicles,

built in Berlin in 1921, no roads had yet been built
exclusively for automobiles. Only in 1954 did the
Swiss begin to think of a national motorway network and in the 1960 work began. The plan for
Ticino was a four-lane road only between Chiasso
and Lugano and between Giubasco and Castione.
For the rest, the plan was a two-lane road, and no
one talked about a San Gottardo tunnel. But the
Ticino Council of State opposed such long-term
planning because of the realism of politician
Franco Zorzi. He studied a project from Chiasso
to Airolo, taking into account environmental protection and impact criteria. For the aesthetic aspects, the Council hired architect Rino Tami who
focused in particular on the portals of the numerous
tunnels and the bridges that allowed for the comfortable spanning of Monte Ceneri and the gradients of the Leventina. Tough decisions were made
on some segments: for example, an alternative to

Previous page:
air view of the first motorway segment and the
railway station of Chiasso.
From above in sequence:
Inside the tunnel between Bissone and Maroggia.
The Capolago road bridge runs above
the Monte Generoso railway.
The Austro-Lombard “customs house” in
Chiasso, in a xylography by R. Töpffer, 1844.
Side page in sequence:
Construction of a highway segment in Chiasso
next to river Breggia.
Air view of the Chiasso-Brogeda highway pass.

the Melide bridge/dam passage was possibly a
bridge laid out between Morcote and Pojana. On
22 December 1966, traffic began flowing in the
Chiasso-Mendrisio segment, and on 24 November
1967 in the Mendrisio-Lugano segment, in part
made possible by daring bridge roads. The motorway became the symbol of Ticino’s economic
boom, connecting it to Italy and bringing well-being
to Lugano and Chiasso, a border town named for
the first time in a document from the year 1127.
After being designated in 1873 as an International
Railway Station, Chiasso started its transformation from a village to an important centre of transport, trade, and finance, becoming a dynamic and
modern border city through which many businessmen pass and where, especially during the
two world wars, thousands of people in difficulty
found help and support. Chiasso’s history is border
history, a symbol that invites discovery of what’s
on the other side. For those who know how to
seize the opportunity, the border becomes synonymous with opening, learning, and enrichment, a
bridge over which to meet others. Chiasso and
Mendrisiotto are some of the most authentic and
genuine places in Ticino where people have a great
sense of hospitality and they know how to hand
down local traditions, and where Ticino’s biggest
vineyards and genuine taverns offering humble
but tasty dishes, “trattorias” (typical restaurants),
and elegant restaurants are all located. The hills
are dotted with olive trees and covered with woods
of chestnuts and beeches: they surround villages
that conserve treasures such as Pinacoteca Züst in
Rancate and Museo Vela in Ligornetto. Monte
San Giorgio, a UN World Heritage nature site for
its paleontological remains, is home to the graceful
provincial hinterland and from the summit of
Monte Generoso, reachable by rack-rail train
from Capolago, one can enjoy one of the most
beautiful panoramas in Ticino. In Chiasso, then, the
border is a privileged place, creative and dynamic,
where Switzerland meets Europe to build together a rich and generous common home.
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